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Welcome
To Our Pitch
Deck
We’re the Say Network Community Leaders.
We believe in decentralization of centralized corporations. We
think there is a need for a social media revolution where users
and creators gets back control of their worth and data.
We’re looking for partners ready to share our DAO vision.

S AY N E T W O R K

We’re the People’s Blockchain
“We’re on a mission to revolutionize the way that users and creators get paid. We provide
a solution that gives control back to the people. Where remuneration is currently
undervalued, our network enables justice for digital worth.”
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U S AY S O C I A L A P P L I C A T I O N
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SOCIAL ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT

Our Secret
Ingredient
The social activity coefficient, or SAC, is a major ingredient in the Say Network
secret sauce. The SAC algorithm will be implemented as a set of smart contracts
deployed to the Say Network layer one. These contracts are responsible for
analyzing and tracking content interaction relative to users within the Say
Network ecosystem. The SAC, over time, will have the ability to recognize quality
content and provide the mechanics for users to identify that content. A piece of
content will have a higher number of plays and actions taken on a media object
if the content distribution is favoured based on users content variety through
the systems algorithm which is mathematically evaluated. The SAC will quantify
based on the content distribution and content variety of the evaluated media
object.
Along with self-sovereignty, Say Network aims to enable users to be rewarded
for recognizing content that is popular before it becomes so. Through the use of
the SAY token, users are able to incentivize the ecosystem to develop quality
content in the hopes the platform fosters and promotes what makes us human
and does not detract from it. Users of the Say Network ecosystem apps will be
able to claim rewards based on the SAC value accrued per user straight from
hour social media profile dashboard which will be measured on every 24 hour
epoch interval.

HOW WE WIN THE USERS MARKET

Our Competitive Advantage
COMPETITORS

FAIR REVENUE STREAM

COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP
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TIKTOK

M E E T O U R M U LT I - S I G N A T U R E K E Y H O L D E R S

Our Community Leaders
From Canada to the United States and Belgium our three key holders shares the same leadership vision: Uniting the community towards the same
goal; getting back control of our worth, data and freedom of expression.
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Our Vision &
Mission
Vision
To give people a platform where
their opinions matter because we
believe the freedom of expression
is vital to our society.
A social media network where
everyone owns it but the
corporation.

Mission
We want to show that the world is
stronger together by uniting
people to fight for a future with fair
digital revenue stream for
humanity.

THE REASON WHY FOR OUR PRODUCT

The World is Using Social Media
A

Market : Asia
2.14 billion active social media
users

Market : United States
72.3% of the total US population

B

have social network accounts,
regardless of age, totalling a
number of 231.47 million people

C

Market : India
Averages 11.4 social media
accounts per person

Market : Worldwide

D

4.48 billion people use social
media worldwide, according to
platform reports on the current
number of active users

C O M PA N Y K E Y F A C T S

Project’s Milestones
Marketplace

uNFT Market Place

Social Media
uSAY Web3 Social Media
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Streaming
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REAL WORLD UTILITY

$SAY In The Real World
We want $SAY to
have real world
meaning.

Travelling Industry
Partnering with hotels, car rentals, airlines,
traveling agencies and more in order to give
useful meaning to the $SAY token.

In order to enrich the economy of our

Food Industry
When it comes to food, us humans need it. Our
goal is to partner within the food industry to
offer our users the ability to use the $SAY token
to feed themselves. Food delivery systems,
restaurants and groceries are few examples.

ecosystem, we want the $SAY token to be used
by our users and content creators. We plan to
give a reason to hold these tokens by
partnering with business across the globe to
offer $SAY as a payment option. For example,
we all know that content creators loves to travel
and partnering with Airbnb could encourage
these content creators to use $SAY when
traveling. Just like how crypto.com partnered
with expedia.com.

Clothing Industry

Event industry

What do we always see on social media? Cloths,

Having fun is within our physiology as humans.

of course. We believe that clothing is an

We need it. Offering $SAY as currency in the

essential when it comes to living and offering
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our users the ability to use $SAY in the clothing

events and more across the globe will create a

industry makes the most sense in our eyes.

unique utility to the users of our network.

M E TAVE R S E UT I L I TY

$SAY In The Metaverse
$SAY is aiming to
join the metaverse
industry early.

Gaming Industry

NFT Industry.

Gaming industry in the metaverse if growing

The Non-Fungible Tokens are growing at a

very fast. We aim to partner with projects to

speedy rate. Our vision is for $SAY to become

offer $SAY payments within games across the

used across NFT museums, galleries and more

digital world.

within the metaverse.

Being pioneers of metaverse payment is our
goal. We want our users to be able to navigate
inside the digital world and have their $SAY
tokens ready to use. Through partnerships with
other metaverse projects, the vision is to

Shopping Industry

incorporate $SAY inside the lives of the vastly

Shopping inside the metaverse? Yes, projects

growing new way of interacting, gaming and

are developing a way to shop real goods inside

socializing; the metaverse.

unreal digital worlds. Shop in the metaverse,
get your goods at your real world door.

Event industry
Events in the metaverse is a new trend that
keeps growing day by day. Being able to offer
our users the ability to use $SAY for digital
events is one of our ambitious goals to give
utility to our currency.

H OW TO S U STA I N T H E PR OJ E CT LO N G T E R M ?

Internal Business Structure
30% of Ad Revenue

Marketing

Development

Buy Back

Reserve

Marketing & PR

Web & Development

Buy Back & Burn

Reserve & More

Marketing and public relation is vital

Maintenance and continuous growth

We plan on nourishing our project’s

Our reserve wallet will be reserved for

to a long lasting project. We plan on

of our technology is a must towards

economy to stabilize it with buy back

anything a company needs to

hiring a reputable marketing firm.

the mass adoption of the Say

and burn functions quarterly.

operate. Such as employees,

Network projet.

partnerships and more.

What is the problem?

What is the
problem of
social media?

At this time the core problem with social networking platforms is lack of sovereignty for individual
users. Each user relies solely on the features and functionality afforded by the social media
platforms. While these platforms have invested heavily in making a cohesive experience - through
the development of mobile and desktop applications, integrations with 3rd-party services,
evolution of developer ecosystems - social media platforms have focused on two primary
mechanisms to ensure their engagement stability:
Identity - each social media platform has a native identity mechanism that associates a user’s
selected persona to content and activities in the ecosystem.
Engagement Model - each social media platform has generalized CRUD (Create, Read, Update,
Delete) content mechanics for the population. The reduced friction between user and platform in
creating/consuming content has allowed platforms to create heuristics on time-series data
naturally created by user activity, making users the product the platform offers to 3rd-parties.
With current technology it’s not realistic that individual users - even cohorts of users - create a
fully-featured social media platform. Heuristics + Identity have created incentive mechanisms to
favor supporting the organizations and ensuring longevity of business processes. The distribution
of media and the true value of a media object on traditional platforms is completely skewed as a
distribution platform.
For Web3, the current problem Say Network aims to solve is the technological gap the average
user has regarding cryptocurrency. Despite having many benefits and allowing the
disintermediation of financial services, people can't take advantage because they simply don't
know how and the curve is too steep for most to learn. By providing a familiar user experience, Say
Network is targeting mass adoption of crypto-related technologies while not introducing friction
to the social media experience.

WH AT WE ’ R E A I M I N G TO D O

What is the Solution?
Because of walled gardens leading social networking platforms have created, primarily
showing apathy towards identity sovereignty for individuals and the attention they contribute
to networks, Say Network formed an experiment to provide an alternative. Looking to create a
user-focused social media platform while at the same time helping to provide thought
leadership and detail to the emerging Decentralized Media space.

Say Network
Aims For
Change.
“Technology has ended ownership but can now
reinvent it. Against big tech dominance,
regulators, creators and consumers are
reasserting the benefits of owning things”
John Thornhill, ft.com

We’re building a brand.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME .

Thank you very much!
S T AY I N C O N T A C T W I T H U S

Twitter

Email

@saynetworkdao

info@saynetwork.io

Telegram

Website

https://t.me/

saynetwork.io

saynetworkportal

Let’s work together for a fair digital future

